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ABSTRACT
The preferences adopted by individuals are constantly modified
as these are driven by new experiences, natural life evolution and,
mainly, influence from friends. Studying these temporal dynamics
of user preferences has become increasingly important for person-
alization tasks. Online social networks contain rich information
about social interactions and relations, becoming essential source
of knowledge for the understanding of user preferences evolution.
In this thesis, we investigate the interplay between user preferences
and social networks over time. We use temporal networks to ana-
lyze the evolution of social relationships and propose strategies to
detect changes in the network structure based on node centrality.
Our findings show that we can predict user preference changes by
just observing how her social network structure evolves over time.

KEYWORDS
temporal networks, social network analysis, user preferences, evo-
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1 INTRODUCTION
This paper is an extended abstract of the achieved results of the the-
sis defended in the Postgraduate Program in Computer Science of
the Federal University of Uberlândia in July 18, 2018. The work was
developed by the first author, during 53 months, under supervision
of the last authors.

What drives people’s preferences dynamics? Modeling users’
preferences and needs is one of the most important personalization
tasks in information retrieval and recommender systems domains.
User preferences are fairly dynamic, since users tend to exploit a
wide range of items and modify their tastes accordingly over time.
Moreover, all the time users are facing with others’ opinions and
suffering social influence.

Given the above context, the main purpose of the thesis is to
investigate the interplay between user preferences and social networks
over time for systems personalization, through the online prediction
of user preference change events on a continuously evolving network.
We hypothesize that the evolution of a user’s preference is related
to the evolution of his/her social network structure, specially when
it comes to the detection of changes.

As motivation example, let us consider a context concerning
news that users like to read in everyday life. Suppose that ana-
lyzing the preferences of a given user A, we detect that on Aug
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21st , A prefers to read about politics and economy than other news
categories such as sports or health. Then, in a second moment, A’s
preferences remain stable, just appearing a preference of politics
over economy news. However, in a third moment, on Aug 30th , we
observe that A’s preferences have changed and now, economy is
preferred over politics . This situation is illustrated in the upper
part of Figure 1, where preferences are represented by better-than
graphs (a directed edge (u,v) indicates that u is preferred over v).
In the lower part of Figure 1, snapshots of A’s social network are
represented. We notice that the network is also evolving with nodes
appearing, disappearing, associating and disassociating with each
other as time flies. In the network, nodes are Twitter users and a
directed edge (x ,y) means that y retweeted1 x , i.e., the information
flow. We conjecture that many aspects of A’s social network can
influence on A’s preferences evolution. For instance: around Aug
27th , A was being influenced by users who also like politics . From
27th to Aug 30th , a new connection with an influential personality
in economy may have appeared and influenced A. A is always in
contact with people who like sports .

It is an essential point to detect and predict A’s preferences
evolution and changes over time. We show in this thesis that the
temporal-topological social network structure of a given user is
strongly correlated with her preference dynamics. According to our
findings, by just observing A’s social network evolution, we could
increase the assertiveness of a news recommendation system for
example, when recommending economy instead of politics news
to A from Aug 30th .

2 RESEARCH CHALLENGE
Our work is related to a number of areas of study, including (i)
preference dynamics, (ii) user preferences in social networks and
(iii) event detection in evolving networks. The research challenge
lies at the junction of these topics. In this chapter we identify,
organize and discuss the state of art. Figure 2 is an illustrative
schema showing how we position in related research. In literature
these topics are combined two by two what leads to the research
challenge of our proposal by combining all of them.

Most of the works exploring user preferences evolution focus
on time-aware recommendation considering user profiles variation
over time. There are also approaches performing analytical evolu-
tion to describe user preferences, behavior, sentiments and actions
[8]. None of them, however, considers social networks. Works com-
bining preferences with social networks seek to discover how these
preferences are extracted from the network [1]. Related work here
varies a lot according to data domain, but does not explore the time

1Retweet is to share some content originally posted by someone else in Twitter.
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Figure 1: Evolving perspective of A’s temporal preferences (top) and A’s temporal social network (bottom). Preferences are
represented by better-than graphs where an edge (u,v) means that u is preferred over v. In the network, nodes are Twitter
users and an edge (a,b) means that b retweeted a. On 08/30 there was a preference change. At the same time, A significantly
changed her structural position (node centrality) on the network.

Figure 2:Main related research topics of this thesis. The orig-
inality lies at the junction of these three topics.

dimension. Finally, a large collection of works search for events in
social streams using techniques of text mining. Another direction,
aligned with our proposal, detects events in graphs that evolve
their structure [2, 14, 24]. The challenge under this perspective is to
apply those techniques to the user preference dynamics problem.

3 APPROACH AND UNIQUENESS
User Preference Dynamics (UPD) refer to the observation of how a
user evolves his/her preferences over time. This evolution can be
related with users becoming more or less demanding, with concept
drifts in their preferences or even with some anomalous tastes at
certain times. The hypothesis of this work is founded on the idea
that social networks are good source of knowledge to investigate
how user preferences evolve over time. In what follows we delineate
our methodology.

Temporal Dynamics of User Preferences. The first step was
to define what are user preference dynamics (UPD). We have de-
fined a temporal preference model able to describe user preferences
over time through user profiles. Then, we have proposed an algo-
rithm to detect changes on temporal preferences as time evolves.
The PrefChangeDetection algorithm is founded on the analysis of
better-than graphs (BTG), which are graphs composed by preference
domain objects of a given user, during some observation period
T (for full description, please refer to Algorithm 1 in [16]). From
proposed definitions and having in mind our goal, we have stated
our main problem as:

given (i) a user u, (ii) an evolving social network N and (iii) the set
of objects in preference domain A, predict preference changes events

δut ′ over A, for any t
′ > t .

Temporal Networks for UPD analysis [17]. As problem solu-
tion, we have begun investigating temporal networks [9, 10]. We
have proposed modeling a follower/followee Twitter network as a
temporal social network. In this analysis the goal was to perceive
how nodes evolve as a function of temporal centrality metrics. We
have revisited the concept of shortest path considering the time
dimension [20]. We have shown how to compute closeness and
betweenness centralities using fastest paths. We have developed an
algorithm for mining streams of temporal networks and have used
it to perform analysis over Twitter follower/followee network. Our
findings have shown that analyzing Twitter as a temporal graph,
models the behavior of real applications and is different from just
considering static analysis.

Node Event Detection in Evolving Social Networks.After tem-
poral networks and evolving centralities in Twitter analysis, we
have moved one more step towards problem solution. We have
explored the idea of centrality-based node event detection on evolv-
ing networks [2, 3, 5, 21]. The goal was to detect at what points in
time a node change its behavior significantly. Our proposal was a
node event mining model with two different strategies for detecting
change points – based on average score of nodes’ centrality values
inside a time windowW and based on ranking score of nodes, which
is the acceleration of a node in the ranking position from the past
to current instant time, regarding node centrality value.

Finally, for our node event mining task we propose a sliding
window based algorithm that is able to detect node events as the
network evolves (Algorithm 3 in [16]). The most common way of
processing evolving networks is assuming them as edges streams.
The idea is to work with a sliding window strategy based on time
instants. Thus, as time goes by, the oldest edge stream objects are
forgotten. According to our model, the node event detection is
based on centralities functions. Data summarization strategy varies
according to the change-point scoring function choice.
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We have also performed an empirical analysis using a Twitter
interaction network (retweets), with the intention to observe events
detected with closeness centrality and perceive the relation of de-
tected events with network semantics (Figure 3).

Correlating changes onuser preferences and changes onnode
centrality in temporal networks [15, 18]. We then joined our
findings and proposals and performed an experimental evaluation
focused on our main goal: the interplay between user preferences
and social networks over time.

Table 1 gives some basic statistics of the networks we used for
studying UPD and node events: Twitter and Jam networks. We
built a Twitter interaction network, where nodes are Twitter users
and an edge (e1, e2, t) represents that e2 retweeted at t some text
originally posted by e1. As network links are retweets, we assume
that contacts are instantaneous considering a minimum time gran-
ularity of 1 day. In order to discover what users are talking about
on the network we performed topic modeling with the LDA algo-
rithm [7].A = {politics, international , corruption, sports, security,
education, en− tertainment , economy, reliдion,others} is the set of
objects in the domain on which we extract user preferences and
each tweet is labeled with one object o ∈ A

This Is My Jam (TIMJ) was an online social music network where
users could share their favorite songs with their followers. Only one
song could be shared at a time – the current jam, which lasted for
up to one week in users’ status. Furthermore, as a social network,
users could like each other’s jam. TIMJ dataset was released by [11].
We built a temporal network based on users’ likes, where nodes are
Jam users and an edge (u1,u2, t)means thatu2 likedu1’s jam posted
at t . In this way, the directed edges represent the music influence
flow.

Table 1: Summary of networks statistics

Twitter network Jam network
Domain Brazilian news in Twitter social music network
Time span 08/08/2016 - 11/09/2016 08/26/2011 -09/26/2015
# nodes 292,310 54,393
# temporal edges 1,392,841 (retweets) 1,667,335 (likes)
Avg static path length 12.31 7.63
Avg temporal path length 5 (day granularity) 2 (week granularity)

We have discovered that there is a correlation between pref-
erence change events and centrality-based node events, specially
when considering temporal networks.Moreover, we have concluded
that temporal closeness centrality is more suitable when correlat-
ing UPD and node events than betweenness. Figure 4 illustrates a
sample of our results highlighting the comparison between static
and temporal networks correlation strengths.

The Preference Change PredictionModel [19]. Lastly, we have
developed a complete solution for the preference change predic-
tion problem, taking into account efficient strategies to detect node
events in evolving networks. Themodel processes evolving network
streams and detect change points based on centrality measures. We
have explored two window-based aggregating mechanisms – mov-
ing window average (MWA) and weighted moving window average
(WMWA), and a third memory less mechanism, the Page-Hinkley
(PH). Moreover, we have implemented algorithms considering de-
gree, betweenness and closeness centrality measures. We have

applied our proposed model in the user preference change detec-
tion problem and evaluated the performance of our algorithms on
homogeneous and bipartite Twitter networks. As result, we got
promising predictive performances, reaching F1=0.85.

Remarking on Figure 5 we summarize our proposed schema for
UPD analysis with evolving social networks focusing on preference
change prediction.

4 RESULTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
Our research produced a series of original contributions to the
fields of social network analysis, dynamic network analysis and
preference learning. We highlight:
• introduction and formalization of the UPD problem focusing
on preference changes;
• an innovative analysis of users’ temporal centralities evolu-
tion in Twitter network modeled as a temporal social net-
work;
• a new approach for centrality-based events detection in con-
tinuous evolving networks;
• discovery of a correlation between user preference changes
and centrality-based events in temporal networks;
• a preference change prediction model able to predict pref-
erence changes events from a continuously evolving social
network.

We made available all datasets and softwares built and used in
this thesis2. Table 2 summarizes our datasets. Those related with
Twitter were first collected from crawlers. The This Is My Jam
dataset was released by [11] and we made available the resultant
temporal network. Source codes refer to (i) Twitter crawlers, (ii) a
Gephi [6] temporal centrality plugin, (iii) a node event detection
algorithm and (iv) user preference extractors.

Table 2: Summary of networks produced in this thesis. ITV:
interval graph; CT: contact sequence graph; BP: bipartite.

Dataset Definition Type Chapter
Twitter celebrities followers ITV 5

Twitter Brazilian News retweets CT 6
This Is My Jam likes CT 7

Twitter Brazilian News retweets CT 7, 8
Twitter Brazilian News BP retweets/ topics CT 8

5 DISCUSSION
The work presents relevant contribution to social network analysis,
web user preferences and temporal networks processing. We proposed
a temporal preference model able to describe user preferences over
time and to detect changes on temporal preferences. By correlating
changes on preferences and changes on node centralities we move
towards understanding how content and topology evolve on a social
network. Our proposed predictive model is able to detect preference
changes by just observing a continuously evolving network.

The new methodologies described in this thesis can be improved
and extended in a number of ways, opening several opportunities
for future research. We outline some ideas: (i) development of eval-
uation metrics without ground truth in social networks [22], (ii)
2https://github.com/fabsfernandes/upd-evolvingnetworks
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Figure 3: Snapshots of samples of the evolving interaction network (Aug 15th , Sep 7th , Oct 21st ). Nodes are Twitter users. One
tie from user u1 to u2 means that u2 retweed at t some text originally posted by u1. The colors represent topics that users are
talking about at t . Samples were built by filtering nodes with degree between 50-22000 and edges representing the 4 most
popular topics. Each snapshot corresponds to 1 day time-interval. This figure highlights the edges evolving aspect. Nodes are
not evolving for better visualization.

Figure 4: Pearson correlation coeficient between preference
changes δ and centrality-based node events ϵ for (left) Twit-
ter dataset and (right) TIMJ dataset. AvgClo: average score
by closeness; AvgBet: average score by betweenness; Rk-
Clo: ranking score by closeness; RkBet: ranking score by be-
tweenness; Z score [4];W 2: window size of 2 time units; θ :
threshold for events.
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Figure 5: Proposed schema for UPD analysis with evolving
social networks focusing on preference change prediction.
OSN: online social network.

techniques for stream processing centrality metrics in networks
[13] and (iii) models for descriptive preference change prediction
[12, 23].
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